Introduction
In this chapter, I consider the role played in the operation of the law of value by what Marx calls the "work of combustion". Marx uses this term to refer to the activities of circulation. I use the creative industries as an example, with a specific focus on graphic design, advertising and branding. I argue that such circulation activities bear a greater determination upon value than Marxian thought has thus far permitted.
In this discussion I utilize a specific interpretation of Marx's theory of value. This interpretation holds value to be subject to the social validation of abstract labour by means of exchange.
1 I apply this interpretation to the question of productive and unproductive labour. It is in Marx's considerations of this question that we find his most direct engagement with the labour of circulation and its role in value production. My interpretation moves away from an intrinsic picture of where productiveness lies. Instead, it gravitates towards one that describes a process of abstraction whereby labour is rendered productive. Although it has a gradually cohering identity at earlier stages, the category of productiveness is a standpoint achieved only at the culmination of this process.
I contend that the activity of circulation renders the labour that takes place in the realm of production productive. This it does by effecting successful exchange. It realizes value and thus brings it into existence. It establishes the basis upon which we ascertain productiveness. Past labour is rendered fully "productive" only through its abstraction. This abstraction culminates in the exchange of products of labour as commodities. But for this to happen, there is a considerable effort to endow a commodity with a social dimension. I attribute this contribution to the labour that takes place in the realm of circulation. In this case, this includes graphic design, advertising, branding and cognate fields.
I look at these fields with reference to value-form interpretations of the law of value. I give a reconstruction of the theory of productive and unproductive labour that does away with some key assumptions. It situates the distinction between the two as internal to the law of value rather than as one of its foundations. My examination of Marx's "work of combustion" emphasizes the importance of poles of valorization aside from that of labour. I argue that they should have attributed to them greater credit in the question of where value-productiveness lies. Using the creative and cultural industries as a case study, I adopt the standpoint of a reconstructed theory of value. This necessitates a reconsideration of the theory of productive and unproductive labour. Applied to the economic activities composing circulation, this exposes the way in which the category of productiveness comes to light only at the end of the process. In this way, the ultimate criterion of productiveness rests in exchange rather than labour. In this respect, fields such as advertising and graphic design play a more integral part in the production of value than commonly conceived.
Marx's writings on productive and unproductive labour, and their role in circulation are inconsistent, fragmentary and open. The particular value-form interpretation and specific historical focus advanced here takes advantage of this inconsistent and fragmentary openness to suggest new and unexplored gaps. These gaps concern two specific issues that lie at the heart of this discussion. First, the specific dimensions of productive and unproductive labour when considered in light of the theory of the value-form. Second, the specificity of circulation labour in a contemporary capitalism where the creative industries play a leading role.
In light of these two areas in need of clarification and recalibration, two questions guide this discussion: (1) How can we theorize the distinction between productive and unproductive labour as an outgrowth rather than a foundation of the law of value? (2) How can we understand the labour of circulation with productive and unproductive labour secondary to the operation of the law of value?
